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Stock#: 33445
Map Maker: Brué

Date: 1825
Place: Paris
Color: Outline Color
Condition: VG
Size: 59 x 42.5 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Unrecorded late state of this fine highly detailed wall map of North America, updated to include
significant new information in the polar regions of North America.

In addition to the updates in the Polar regions, the map shows the newly independent Mexico and
significant revisions in the Midwest and Plains, including a curiously configured Illinois and location of the
Northwest Territory. This addition is also the first to show the Adams Onis Treaty borders and a modern
border between Canada and the US in the north.

Wheat notes that Brue's map of North America, along with Arrowsmith's map, were the first large format
maps to adopt in great detail the official account of the expedition of Lewis & Clark up the Missouri,
across the Rocky Mountains and to the Columbia River and the Pacific Ocean. The map is a remarkable
amalgam of contemporary cartographic information, reflecting the detailed work and effort by its
publisher to compile information from the expeditions of Pike, Lewis & Clark and others for inclusion in
this remarkable large format map.

This unrecorded edition of the map has extensive additions and a Note from M. Vivien, stating that the
map has been revised to show Admiral Parry's and Franklin's discoveries in the Arctic regions.

The changes in the map are quite profound. The coast of Baffin's Bay has been completely redrawn, with
dozens of new place names added. To the west, area called Mer Polaire is a completely new additionk,
including the region noted as "Isles de La Georgei Septentrionale." The passage west of the Island of
Cumberland or James has largely been eliminated, with tremendous detail along the newly added
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coastline.

To the north of Slave Lake, an entirely new mountain range has been added, along with some watershed
and coastal details on the Arctic Sea, which includes perhaps 4 or 5 times more coastline.

In the region below the Great Lakes, Illinois is now named (and very strangely configured), the Northweat
Territory is shown and the old Spanish Land districts west of the Mississippi River are now delineated.
Missouri Territory has also been added, as is a revised post-Adams-Onis border between the newly formed
Mexico and the United States and the details in Texas and the plains are greatly updated and revised.

This late edition, issued 8 years after the last recorded edition, is a remarkable step forward in the search
for the Northwest Passage.

Detailed Condition:
Dissected and laid on linen (original linen, as issued). Toned and a bit soiled, with some modest splitting in
the linen.


